PROBLEM # 1 - Insert Topic Here

Send two Scouts for help - Call 911
- Provide name
- Provide exact location
- Report what happened
- Remain on line to arrange to meet/guide rescuers to site

Recognize Severe Bleeding
- Rescuers wear protective gloves
- Rescuers wear protective goggles
- Remove victim’s pants or cut away / lay victim down
- Apply direct pressure over wound with gauze and hand
- Elevate right leg above heart; add gauze over old if soaked
- If bleeding persists, apply pressure point at groin
- Once bleeding stops, tightly tie wide bandage over gauze
- Make checks on lower leg pulse, bandage may be too tight
- Rescuers wash hands with soap & water after working with blood

Recognize Possible Fracture
- Keep arm by side and as still as possible
- Tie sling
  - Add immobilizer bandage
  - Square knot

Recognize Shock
- Elevate legs
  - specified 10 - 12 inches
- Cover victim to keep warm
- Monitor pulse and breathing
- Keep victim calm and reassure him that he will be OK
- Give sips of cool water

Improvise Stretcher
- Demonstrate or explain how to carry

Would victim benefit from their First Aid Care?
- Was there effective leadership?
- Did Patrol work as a team?
- Did Patrol have proper equipment on hand?
- Was Scout Spirit evident?

For Score Table Use Only

Scorer 1 _______  Scorer 2 _______  Scorer 3 _______  TOTAL _________ / 50